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"The book ofnature is like a page written over or printed upon with different-sized characters
and in many different languages, interlined and cross lined, and with a great variety of marginal
notes and references. There is coarse print and fine print; there are obscure signs and hieroglyphics.
We all read the large type more or less appreciatively,
"but only the STUDENTS AND LOVERS OF NATURE read the fine lines and the footnoots'
-John Burroughs "The Art of Seeing Things"
(McKibben 153)
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DATA APPENDIX A
Unless noted otherwise, all data is from the United States Environmental Protection Agency: Terms
of Environment: Glossary, Abbreviations and Acronyms (2009).
501(c)3 organization: Nonprofit organizations that are exempt from paying federal income tax.
SOl(c)(3) organizations are a public charity, private foundation or private operating foundation with
open membership.
501(c)4 organization: Nonprofit organizations that are exempt from paying federal income tax.
SOl(c)(4) organizations are civic leagues or associations operated exclusively for the promotion of
social welfare or local associations of employees with limited membership.
Acid rain (acid deposition): A complex chemical and atmospheric phenomenon that occurs when
emissions of sulfur and nitrogen compounds and other substances are transformed by chemical
processes in the atmosphere, often far from the original sources, and then deposited on earth in
either wet or dry form. The wet forms can fall to eardl as rain, snow, or fog. The dry forms are acidic
gases or particulates.
Activism: The attitude of taking an active part in events, especially in a social context.
Animal Feeding Operation (AFO): An operation in which animals are kept and raised in confined
situations. AFOs congregate animals, feed, manure and urine, dead animals, and production
operations on a small land area. Feed is brought to the animals rather than the animals grazing or
otherwise seeking feed in pastures, fields, or on rangeland.
Carbon dioxide (C02): A heavy colorless gas that does not support combustion, dissolves in water
to form carbonic acid, is formed especially in animal respiration and in the decay or combustion of
animal and vegetable matter~ is absorbed from the air by plants in photosynthesis, and is used in the
carbonation of beverages. C02 is one of the greenhouse gas chemical compounds. ("Glossary").
Carbon footprint: The total set of greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions caused by an organization,
event or product.
Citizens Action Coalition: A SOl(c)4 non-profit organization, by a group of fellow organizations,
churches, labor unions, and senior groups ("History of dle Citizens Action Coalition").
Clean Air Act: Law originally passed in 1970 (amended in 1990) to help clean up air pollution. It has
resulted in the implementation of tougher policies designed to reduce emissions of chemicals from
businesses and automobiles into the air ("Glossary").
Clean Water Act: Law originally passed in 1972 (amended many times since) to help clean up water
pollution. It has set wastewater standards for businesses and boats, as well as water quality standards
for any potential water contaminants, and funded the construction of sewage treatment plants to
reuse wastewater ("Glossary").
Community conditions: Within this research, anything affecting the community due to
environmental issues.
Community organization: Civil society non-profits that operate within a single local community
(McNamara).
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAPOs): An Animal Feeding Operation that meets
certain criteria set by the EPA.
Consumer Bill of Rights: The four basic consumer rights outlined in President John F. Kennedy's
speech to congress in 1962. Kennedy's Consumer Bill of Rights included the right to be informed,
the right to safety, the right to choose, and the right to be heard ("Glossary").
Ecology: The relationship of living things to one another and their environment, or the study of
such relationships.
Electric and gas utility: A company (often a public utility) that engages in the generation,
transmission, and distribution of electricity for sale generally in a regulated market.
Electric power plants: An industrial complex where power, especially electricity, is generated from
another source of energy such as burning coal, nuclear reactions, or flowing water.
Environment: The sum of all external conditions affecting the life, development and survival of an
organism.
Environmental Defenses Fund: American environmental organization working on such issues as
climate change, pollution, and endangered wildlife.
Environmental degradation: Erosion of the quality of natural environment caused, directly or
indirectly, by human activities ("Glossary").
Environmental Literacy Council: An independent, non-profit made up of scientists, economists,
and educators striving to connect teachers and students to science-based information on
environmental issues (Chepesiuk 494).
Environmental literacy: Requiring a fundamental understanding of the systems of the natural
world, the relationships and interactions between the living and the non-living environment, and the
ability to deal sensibly with problems that involve scientific evidence, uncertainty, and economic,
aesthetic, and ethical considerations (Chepesiuk 494).
Environmental Policy: Any course of action deliberately taken (or not taken) to manage human
activities with a view to prevent, reduce, or mitigate harmful effects on nature and natural resources,
and ensuring that man-made changes to the environment do not have harmful effects on humans.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): An agency of the federal government of the United
States charged to protect human health and the environment, by writing and enforcing regulations
based on laws passed by Congress.
Fossil fuel: Fuel derived from ancient organic remains; e.g. peat, coal, crude oil, and natural gas.
Indiana Historical Society: A private, nonprofit membership organization, IHS maintains the
nation's premier research library and archives on the history ofIndiana and the Old Northwest
(Indiana Historical Society).
Indiana local environmental activist organization: A group of people concerned with the
ecological effects of altering the environment who work together with an intentional action to bring
about social and political change within the sate of Indiana.
Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission: A regulatory agency whose responsibilities include
oversight of the telecommunications industry in Indiana.
Labor unions: An organization of workers formed for the purpose of advancing its members'
interests in respect to wages, benefits, and working conditions.
Litigation: the act or process of bringing or contesting a legal action in court.
Lobbying: a form of advocacy with the intention of influencing decisions made by legislators and
officials in the government by individuals, other legislators, constituents, or Advocacy groups.
National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates (NASUCA): An association of 44
consumer advocates in 40 states and the District of Columbia. NASUCA's members are designated
by the laws of their respective jurisdictions to represent the interests of utility consumers before state
and federal regulators and in the courts.
National Energy Information Association (EIA): The statistical agency of the U.S. Department
of Energy and as such is the Nation's premier source of unbiased energy data, analysis and
forecasting.
National Environmental Education Act of 1990: An act of Congress of the United States of
America to promote environmental education.
Natural Resources Defense Council: a New York City-based, non-profit, non-partisan
international environmental advocacy group that lobbies Congress and other public officials for a
public policy that promotes conservation of the natural and built environment.
N etwork/coalition/collective organization: An organization of different people or ideas into one
group.
Nitrogen oxide (NOx): The result of photochemical reactions of nitric oxide in ambient air; major
component of photochemical smog. Product of combustion from transportation and stationary
sources and a major contributor to the formation of ozone in the troposphere and to acid deposition.
Non-governmental organization (NGO): A nonprofit group largely funded by private
contributions that operate outside of institutionalized government or political structures. In general,
NGOs have as their agendas social, political, and environmental concerns (McNamara).
Non-renewable resource: A resource that is not capable of being naturally restored or replenished
and is thus in limited supply. It is most commonly used to describe energy sources such as coal and
oil. The use of these materials and energy sources leads to depletion of the Eard1's reserves and are
characterized as such as they do not renew in human relevant periods ("Glossary").
Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NIPSCO): The largest natural gas distribution
company and second largest electric distribution company in Indiana ("About Us").
Organization advocacy conditions: Within this research, the effectiveness of advocacy on the
successes and/or failures of an organization.
Policy conditions: Within this research, changes in the government policies directed towards
environmental factors.
Policymaker: Representatives of public and governmental agencies with public education
responsibility at the national, state, and local levels.
Pollution: The contamination of air, water, or soil by substances that is harmful to living organisms.
Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC): An association representing the State public
service commissioners who regulate essential utility services, such as electricity, gas,
telecommunications, water, and transportation, throughout the country.
Renewable Portfolio Standards: A regulation that requires the increased production of energy
from renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar, biomass, and geothermal.
Scope: The area in which an organization acts or operates or has power or control. The
organization may have an international, national, regional or community scope.
Silent Spring: A book written by Rachel Carson and published by Houghton :Mifflin in September
1962. The book is widely credited with launching the environmental movement in the West.
State Utility Forecasting Group (SUFG): An organization providing technical and policy analysis
research related to electric power use and utility regulation.
Sulfur dioxide (S02): A pungent, colorless, gas formed primarily by the combustion of fossil fuels;
becomes a pollutant when present in large amounts.
Type (of organization): The way in which an organization operates and receives funds.
u.S. Forest Service: An agency of the United States Department ofAgriculture that administers the
nation's 155 national forests and 20 national grasslands, which encompass 193 million acres.
st of2009:
To promote the enjoyment and stewardship of birds in
Central Indiana. We do this by:
*I-Iosting monthly educational meetings with presentations
on a wide variety of topics
*Offering field trips throughout the state and beyond
*Monitoring and addressing issues in Indiana that
involve birds and their habitat partnering with other
organizations to protect and preserve birds and their
habitats.
Citizens for Appropriate Rural Roads, Inc. [CARR] is a
grassroots organization working to protect the integrity of
our farmlands, forestlands and rural communities by
supporting fiscally conservative and environmentally
sound transportation policies. CARR is opposed to all 1-
69 alternatives that use significant new terrain and place an
unacceptable finaflcial burden on the citizens of Indiana and
the Nation. Upgrading and repairing existing roads and
bridges is the responsible way to meet Indiana's highway
needs.
Calumet Citizens for Connecting Communities is a coalition
of grassroots advocates and local communities encouraging
environmentally friendly, alternative transportation and
recreation for all citizens. We are committed to enhancing
the health, economics, and quality of life through the
development of greenway and trail corridors and bicycle-
friendly roads. We empower local governments and
citizens by identifying opportunities and resources,
exchanging information, and providing education,
romotion, and re .onal coordination.
To initiate, facilitate and coordinate citizen action directed to
improving the quality of life of all inhabitants of the State of
Indiana through principled advocacy of public policies
to preserve democracy, conserve natural resources, protect
the environment, and provide affordable access to essential
human services.
To enhance and foster understanding, appreciation, and
enjoyment of the Indiana Dunes through financial and
volunteer support of the state and national parks.
We aim to address Indiana's environmental challenges
through education and advocacy. We are guided by
science, inspired by the ties between nature and humanity,
and led to success through partnerships.
*Website: Not appealing, updated
occasionally
www.geocities.com/calumetcitizens/
*Website: Appealing, updated
regularly www.amosbutleraudubon.org/
*Focus/Location: Indianapolis
*Founded: March 18,1938
*Type:NGO
*Scope: Community
*Focus/Location: NW Indiana
*Founded: December 3, 2002
*Type:
Network/Coalition/Collective
*Scope: Regional
*Website: Somewhat appealing,
updated occasionally www.carri69.org/
*Focus/Location: Indiana
*Founded: 1974
*Type:NGO
*Scope: Regional
*Focus/Location: Southern Indiana
*Founded: 1999
*Type:NGO
*Scope: National
*Focus/Location: Northern Indiana
*Founded: 1982
*Type:NGO
*Scope: Regional
*Website: Somewhat Appealing,
updated monthly
www.friendsofindianadunes.org
*Website: Very appealing, updated
daily
www.hecweb.org/
*Focus/Location: Indiana
*Founded: 1983
*Type:NGO
*Scope: Regional
Indiana Environmental Activist Organizations
rand Details
*Website: Somewhat appealing,
updated regularly
www.indianarecdin.ar
*Focus/Location: Indianapolis
*Founded: 1976
*Type: Community
*Scope: Regional
*Website: Appealing, updated
re arl WW\v.leafmdiana.arg/
*Focus/Location: Indiana
*Founded: 1959
*Type:NGO
*Scope: Regional
*Website: Very appealing, updated
regularly
W\vw.nature.arg/wherewewark/narthame
rica/states /indiana/
*Focus/Location: State
*Founded: 1975
*Type:NGO
*Scope: International
*Website: Appealing, updated
regularly
haasier.sierradub.arg/index.html
Mission Statement
To support source reduction, reuse, composting and
recycling activities in Indiana. To encourage integrated
recycling, the Coalition supports buying recycled-content
products, and the collection and remanufacturing of
recyclable materials. The goal of this support is to conserve
our natural resources, decrease reliance on final disposal and
to encourage environmental responsibility.
Keep Indianapolis Beautiful, Inc. unites people to beautify
the city, improve the environment, and foster pride in the
community. Our mission is to have a viable, sustainable
impact on the lives of residents in the Indianapolis area and
the neighborhoods in which they live. We do this through
active partnerships with neighborhoods, businesses,
youth, schools, community leaders and government.
LEAF is a non-profit, charitable legal organization that
supports community efforts to protect and sustain Indiana's
natural legacy.
The Nature Conservancy's mission is to preserve the plants,
animals and natural communities that represent the diversity
of life on Earth by protecting the lands and waters they
need to survive.
1. Explore, enjoy and protect the wild places of the earth.
2. Practice and promote responsible use of the earth's
ecosystems and resources.
3. Educate and enlist humanity to protect and restore
the quality of the natural and human environment.
Interview Questions for Kerwin Olson of Citizens Action Coalition of Indiana April 13, 2010:
The Organization Basics:
What urgedyou to become involved with the organization? My passion for economic and environmental
justice. I was tired ofworking for a corporation that cared only for their bottom line, and could have
cared less about their impact on the environment or their employee's quality of life.
What organization staffmembers do believe is most responsible ftr communicating with the public? Our canvass
staff, whether they are phone or field canvassers, it is their job to communicate with the public every day
and accurately deliver CAe's message.
Mission Statement:
"To initiate, facilitate and coordinate citizen action directed to improving the quality of life of all inhabitants of
the State ofIndiana through principled advocacy of public policies to preserve democracy, conserve natural
resources, protect the environment, and provide affordable access to essential human services"
• How doyou gauge which "environmental issues" are most important? All environmental issues are important,
but we tty to stick with energy/utility related issues as those are our primary areas of focus and expertise.
As much as we would like to, we can't work on everything so we defer to other groups on their issue
areas and support their work, as they do with us.
• How doyou stress to the public that an issue is urgent? As previously stated, we canvass the public daily,
which is our main communication and fundraising tool. We also testify at the Statehouse, issue press
releases, author op-eds, and send out blast e-mails.
How important is support, encouragement and unification ofother state environmental activist organizations with an
identicalmission? It would be nice, but it's not always the case. CAC is uncompromising in our position
which frequently leads to a difference of opinion with other statewide groups. That being said, CAC has
a strong relationship with all of them, and we all generally seek the same end result. No other
environmental group is also a consumer group; therefore the consumer angle is left out of their mission.
CAC recognizes that good environmental policy is good economic policy, and vice versa. However,
maybe the most important point is that tlle public perception is that all Indiana environmental groups
are unified, so the differing opinions lead primarily to internal, not external riffs.
Progress:
• What are the most notable successes and most hinderingfailures CAC has experienced? Our most notable success
without question is the defeat of the Marble Hill nuclear power plant. Our work on the pollution
prevention network, CHOICE home health care, and at the IURC would also rank high. I don't like to
think of anything CAC has engaged in as being a failure considering who we are fighting. If I have to
answer that, I suppose finally losing the battle over deregulation of telecom and failing to get a renewable
energy standard passed.
How has the location ofthe main headquarters downtown Indiana hindered or benefited CAC? It makes it easier
logistically for CAC, but I don't believe it is a benefit or a hindrance to oui work.
• How doyou get the public to engage? Again, canvass, canvass, canvass. We are the only Statewide
canvassing organization.
• What techniques doyou use to better communicate with the public? Again, canvassing, but also op-eds, press
releases, and tabling at events. We used to hold many more rallies and protest, buy since the emergence
of the internet, it has been tough to get people to turn out.
• How does CACpresent itsfindings? Usually a press release followed up with press calls and/or a press
conference.
Relationship with Environmental Policy Makers:
How has the communication between CAC and the public changed since the beginning ofthe organization? It hasn't.
We have always been a canvassing organization.
Doyoufeel the nationalization ofpoliry created agreat reliance onformal legalmechanisms to resolve cotiflict? .When do
you believe aaivism producefederal interoention? The greatest example of environmental activism on public
policy is without question the Clean Water Act of 1972. The public demanded it. When David is
fighting Goliath, there is no choice but to use legal mechanisms.
Outlook on Indiana's Environmental Situation:
• In the 1960s, some describe public environmentalism as "voluntarism, informal cooperation and localism." W0' doyou
think this outlook and method has changed? I would refer back to the Clean Water Act. The public
recognized that we are inextricably linked with our environment. Our survival as a species depends on
being good stewards. When rivers were catching on fire and no one could drink the water, the public
said enough is enough.
W0' doyou think one ofhistory's oldest issues is onlY recentlY being dealt with? The US historically has seen itself
as having an unlinllted amount of resources to utilize and that commerce and way of life is more
important than conservation and protecting resources. The primary outlook has been that natural
resources are man's to use. Unfortunately, I think this is still the case. So I guess what I'm saying is, the
struggle continues today, I'm not sure it is being dealt with. With global warnling, we are faced with the
largest environmental issue we have ever seen. We have yet to address in the United States at all, and the
World has yet to address it in any meaningful way
INTRODUCTION
In the past ten years, the state of Indiana has been recognized as having a poor
environmental record, with an increasing carbon footprint, poor air and water quality,
ineffective hazardous waste management, and few policy initiatives to correct the problems.
Because most the environmental issues are "creeping" environmental problems (Moser and
Dilling 42), citizens too easily dismiss them when other, more pressing issues, like job loss
and high taxes become apparent. Ironically, Indiana is a state with a numerous active
environmental groups, some with long histories in the state. While Indiana attracts criticism
for its poor environmental record, many citizens join activists groups that are trying to shift
policy toward conservation and sustainability. Eleven environmental activist organizations,
one beginning as early as 1938, stand out amongst the rest with a strong focus on
conservation and sustainability efforts.
Yet, even as these groups have increased in number, it seems that their impact on
environmental policy in the state has been fairly modest. While we have these groups, we
continue to rely primarily on cheap coal for our energy and continue to build new coal
plants. This project was created to find out more about the environmental groups, how they
function, and why they have not had the positive effect on policy that one would hope.
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HISTORY
THE HISTORY OF UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
S:ince the birth of the environmental movement :in the 1960s and 1970s, the question
of the driving forces environmental policy initiatives has been debated and contemplated by
scientists, environmentalists, politicians, economists, and the general public. The need for
good environmental policy is evident, but the process :in supporting and creating this policy
is an important concern. Understanding the process of policymaking, perhaps the key to a
success or failure of an ecological sustainability policy initiative, is a separate and often
confusing issue. In the preface of his book The Environmental Poliry Paradox, Zachary A.
Smith describes the policy-making process within "American government texts as showing
just the tip of the iceberg" (xi).
Some issues, which were already on the agenda during the 1970s, have recendy
returned to the forefront. A short history of environmental policy strategies offers an
:insight :into the current political situation. Historically, environmental awareness :influenced
how environmental policy has developed. Nature writers, artists and poets assisted :in the
"early awakening" of an early environmental movement:in the mid-1800s (Z. Smith 16).
The early twentieth century conservation movement, associated with President Theodore
Roosevelt and Gifford Pinchot, ushered the modern environmental movement:in the United
States. Dur:ing this period, the U.S. Forest Setvice was formed and public concern for
consumer protection began (17). Silent Spring, published:in 1963, pointed out the threats of
pesticide use and assembled concern for the environment:in general. Also in 1963, Congress
passed the first federal Clean Air Act. This gave the Public Health Service responsibility for
establishing national air-quality standards; however, enforcement was limited. Criticism
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towards the 1960s Clean Air and Clean Water acts helped in an. escalating momentum to the
environmental movement (parpis 13).
In addition to growing public support, structural changes such as Congressional
reform and new access to the courts gave environmentalists new power to enact change.
The movement that formed held three key values: ecology, health, and sustainability. These
values connected humans with the environment and proved that abuse to the environment
affects our health (Miller). Memberships in environmental organizations rose and declined
in the 1970s, but this particular decade gave rise to an innovative and valuable tool: litigation.
Broad public support for passage of federal and state legislation emerged. Two new
organizations, the Environmental Defenses Fund and the Natural Resources Defense
Council, created more specialized objectives. It was during this decade that people began to
believe that we should limit our dependence on non-renewable resources.
In the 1980s, Reagan's policy of deregulating industries responsible for
environmental pollution and degradation caused a backlash of environmental activism (2.
Smith 19). This decade is important because environmental activism stood as a main
method in exercising an organization's mission for the first time in history; however, during
this period Reagan deregulated most industries, such as the logging and agricultural
industries, allowing for environmental abuse (Stine and Tarr 610). Decisions such as these
exemplified that less governmental control means risking environmental protection. While
Presidents Bush and Clinton took a less confrontational stance toward environmental policy
after Reagan's deregulation policies, it took until the latter part of President George W.
Bush's election in 2000 to shift back toward less federal involvement in environmental
protection (2. Smith 20).
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Now the question arises: how does policy actually affect our environment?
Environmental policy is any course of action deliberately taken (or not taken) to manage
human activities with a view to prevent, reduce, or mitigate harmful effects on nature and
natural resources, and ensuring that man-made changes to the environment do not have
harmful effects on humans. Environmental issues commonly addressed by environmental
policy include air and water pollution, waste management, ecosystem management,
biodiversity protection, and the protection of natural resources, wildlife and endangered
species. Relatively recently, environmental policy has also included the communication of
environmental issues. Policy, implemented by the government, is regulated differently from
one state to the next. Indiana evolved as a production-oriented economy throughout the last
century. Indiana has a history of suffering occasional pain as well as reaping rewards, from
producing steel, machinery, cars and trucks for the rest of the nation.
THE HISTORY OF INDIANA AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
Amongst the many environmental issues generally addressed by environmental
policy, Indiana is a state that has dealt with a wide-range of issues since its earliest settlers.
The problems of air pollution in Indiana became evident during the Industrial Revolution,
which was the period from the late 1700s and early 1800s. Factories began emitting large
amounts of dangerous toxins into the air through the burning of coal for energy (post).
According to the Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development, "The burning of fossil fuels led
to a massive increase in urban air pollution although most people felt that such a
disadvantage was not significant in the context of their new found prosperity" (Wingfield
and Marcus).
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Northern Indiana experienced an economic boom when natural gas was discovered
in the 1880s. This was a direct contribution to the rapid growth of cities such as Gas City,
Hartford City, and Muncie, where a glass industry developed to utilize the cheap fuel
(O'Neill). The Indiana gas field was then the largest known in the world. The boom lasted
until the early 1900s, when the gas supplies ran low (11iller). Beginning northern Indiana's
industrialization, this ultimately led to Indiana's becoming part of the Rust Belt.
Lea Botts, the founder of the Lake Michigan Foundation, claims that during the 1960s, air
pollution in heavily industrialized northwestern Indiana was so bad that "people avoided
driving through Gary because of the stench and haze of pollution" (O'Neill). Before
Congress passed the Clean Water Act in 1972, people and businesses had no regulation of
what was dumped into Lake Michigan, rivers and wetlands. This was when individual city
governments were responsible for pollution control. Pollution has been greatly reduced
since then, but the biggest change has been in people's support for protecting the
environment (Miller). In 2005, for the first time since the early1970s, all 92 Indiana counties
met the EPA's health-based air-quality standards. The Indiana Department of
Environmental Management fought until 2007 to propose tougher federal air standards
(O'Neill). Indiana, compared with other states, still has work in enacting and enforcing the
Clean Air and Clean Water acts. The state has not done nearly enough to look after its
environment and has in essence adopted federal rules "as their own" when it could impose
tougher rules. Unfortunately, this is a characteristic of a Republican administration.
Today, coal usage is cleaner than in the Industrial Revolution because of new
standards for coal burning. The state of Indiana has implemented "clean coal technology."
This technology is classified as such because it decreases the amount of nitrous oxide and
methane released into the air by the combustion of coal. The state offers incentives to
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companies who use clean coal technology, such as funding and grants for alternate energy
research. Historically, the primary focus was on sulfur dioxide and particulates. This is
because sulfur dioxide is the most important gas in the causation of acid rain. Concerns
exist regarding the economic viability of these technologies and the timeframe of delivery,
potentially high hidden economic costs in terms of social and environmental damage, and
the costs and practicality of disposing of removed carbon and other toxic matter. For
example, the new Duke plant in Edwardsport is an advance over other plants in the state
and it controls nitrous oxide and methane; however, it is not equipped to contain carbon
dioxide.
While Indiana's air has become considerably cleaner in the past ten years, there are
still areas of concern that need to be improved upon. Many Hoosiers still do not understand
exactly what "clean coal technology" means. In his book, Big Coa/.· the Dirry Secret behind
America's Energy Future, Jeff Goodell proposes that environmental activist organizations tend
to be out competed by "Big Coal" (Goodell 2). America faces stark economic imperatives.
The involvement of business and politics in competition with the coal companies means
trouble for Indiana. "Big Coal," using successful advocacy techniques and strong political
influences, makes the public believe that clean coal exists.
Indiana is very much lagging in making progress toward environmental standards.
Although Indiana ranks 15 th in the nation in state population, the state is the 5th largest
producer of carbon dioxide (CO~ air emissions from electric power plants and first in the
nation in per person carbon dioxide air emissions (Zorn). It is also 4th in production of
nitrogen oxide (NO,) air emissions. According to the U.S. Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works, these emissions are responsible for smog and acid rain. In
2007, Indiana ranked 49 th among the 50 states in environmental quality related to carbon
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footprint, air quality, water quality, hazardous waste management, policy initiatives and
energy consumption. In that same year, Indiana was the 3rd largest producer of sulfur
dioxide air emissions. These emissions are responsible for fine particle pollution and acid
rain (Wingfield and Marcus). Also in 2007, the "American Lung Association's State of the
Air: 2007" report ranked Indianapolis as the 9th most polluted city in the nation. BioCycle, a
composting and recycling publication, reported in 2009 that Indiana produces more garbage
per capita than any other state in the nation (Alesia). Statistics such as these are annually
released, but Indiana's standings remain unchanged.
In an article on Green.Indy.com in April of 2009, three main Indiana environmental
issues are listed. The HEC Ex'ecutive Director Jesse Kharbanda created this list.
1. Dwindling open space, habitats. Indiana's 4 percent of publicly owned land is
among the lowest in the country. He includes opposition to the 1-69 expansion in
this category, not because he's against roads but because of what he says is the
potential to destroy 2,000 acres of forest.
2. Toxic emissions. Indiana is third in the nation in toxic emissions, including coal
ash and mercury, according to EPA data for 2007.
3. Carbon footprint. Kharbanda rejects the idea of "clean coal" technology, calling it
cleaner coal, and says the costs are "dramatically understated." He thinks priority
should go to alternative energy sources, such as wind and solar (Indy.com Staff).
The question remains exactly what will motivate citizens of Indiana to recognize the state of
emergency in which their state lies.
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In this project, eleven "environmental activist organizations" were used to gather
data about the success and/or impact they have on Indiana environmental policy. Online
databases, such as Arealinks.net, list nearly one hundred "private organizations" involved in
lobbying, activism and conservation efforts (Habeck). This project analyzed those that use
advocacy. No Government-controlled organizations, student organizations, land trusts or
research project groups were included. A data set was created in August of 2009 to
systematize each organization, but Table 1 is a matrix providing the most important data
needed to compare the organizations.
Table 1. Environmental activist organization summary of data
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The project examines the extent to which each environmental activist organization
influences community and policy changes in Indiana. A document created by Kristen Wolf
of FENTON Communications, "The 9 Laws of Successful Advocacy Communication," is a
report of common denominators that helped to define the most successful campaigns of an
advocacy group (Wolf). This report served as a consistent and established list of elements to
compare each organization.
While nonprofit organizations are at work on issues of critical social importance,
they face the challenge of trying to educate, motivate and mobilize a public that is too often
stressed out, overextended and perhaps apathetic. Public opinion is not easily moved.
Sometimes, not until a particular issue directly affects a community will the people
acknowledge its importance and take action. Nonprofit environmental activist organizations
are important in communicating with the public because they are readily informed on the
issues that affect all of us. Some organizations conduct their own research while others rely
on the research of others. They have staff who believe, who care, and who are really
passionate about what they do; however, that does not always provide for an organization
that can successfully campaign its position. According to Wolf, there are 9 elements that
activist organizations need to be successful. They are as follows:
1. Clear, measurable goals.
2. Extensive knowledge of whom you are trying to reach and what moves them.
3. Compelling messages that connect with your target audience.
4. Start with systematic planning that is reviewed and then revised.
5. Specify for people what to do, how to do it, and why.
6. Make the case for why action is needed now.
7. Match strategy and tactics to target audiences.
8. Budget for success.
9. Rely on experts when needed.
Wolf declares the first three laws as "must haves" for any successful campaign. She
describes that having clear, measurable goals (1) allows for an organization to be able to
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measure its effect. She states that audience identification and segmentation (2) is crucial
because studying a target audience and finding out what needs to be said to make them
change their behavior.is absolutely crucial. Lastly, Wolf explains that clear, simple and
concise messages (3) support clear goals by connecting with people by "plugging into their
belief system, not trying to rewire it." All in all, Wolf suggests that the key in implementing
successful advocacy communications efforts is to honor the process (Wolf 24).
Every nonprofit organization must have a mission statement because it describes the
purpose for which an organization exists. "A mission statement defines in a paragraph or so
any entity's reason for existence. It embodies its philosophies, goals, ambitions and mores.
Any entity that attempts to operate without a mission statement runs the risk of wandering
through the world without having the ability to verify that it is on its intended course"
(Mission Statements.com). The mission statements, listed in Table 2, are used as a tool in
comparing each organization to the "9 Laws.."
Citizens for
Appropriate Rural
Roads (CARR)
Citizens for Appropriate Rural Roads, Inc. [CARR] is a grassroots organization
working to protect the integrity of our farmlands, forestlands and rural communities by
supporting fiscally conservative and environmentally sound transportation policies.
CARR is opposed to all 1-69 alternatives that use significant new terrain and place an
unacceptable financial burden on the citizens ofIndiana and the Nation. Upgrading
and repairing existing roads and bridges is the responsible way to meet Indiana's
hi hwa needs.
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Sierra Club
Hoosier Chapter
1. Explore, enjoy and protect the wild places of the earth.
2. Practice and promote responsible use of the earth's ecosystems and resources.
3. Educate and enlist humanity to protect and restore the quality of the natural and
human environment.
The eleven organizations researched for this project were individually compared to
the "9 Laws" by the use of multiple techniques. The methods include an analysis of the
mission statement, an analysis of content on their website, brief e-mail interviews, and online
newspaper databases. Table 3, displays my evaluation based on Wolf's "9 laws" of these
organizations' corrununication.
Amos Butler Audubon Society (AWBAS) has a long and successful history of
championing the cause of birds in central Indiana. Some of the recent AWBAS
accomplishments include assisting in the purchase and preservation of the largest rookery of
Great Blue Herons in Indiana. Now called the Millard Sutton/Amos Butler Audubon
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Sanctuary, AWBAS was a major financial contributor toward the purchase of the 76 acres of
wooded land along an oxbow of the White River in Johnson County, south of Indianapolis.
The AWBAS thrives off community events, hosting nature walks, participating in bird
watching events, and more recently initiating Lights Out Inc:fy. The goals of the program are
to reduce bird mortality due to building collisions and decrease energy consumption in the
Indianapolis Metro area. The AWBAS follows the top three laws with great ease. Since
1938, the AWBAS has continuously revised its planning, helps the public in understanding
what can be done to help in achieving its mission and why action needs to happen now. The
AWBAS tactically targets the right audience, the Indiana residents interested in birds and
protecting bird habitats. AWBAS budgets for success, and relies on bird experts frequently,
not only when needed ("Amos W. Butler Audubon Society"). This organization is very
successful, meeting all "9 Laws" as shown in Table 3.
Calumet Citizens for Connecting Communities (C4) has a very specific vision. The
organization attracts members who want to be living in a region where you can "step out of
your house onto an environmentally friendly, safe route that provides you with a healthy way
to live, work and play." This organization holds quarterly meetings and campaigns to the
Calumet Region of Northwest Indiana at least once a year through bike rides and advocacy
summits. Its website provides bike routes for members, maps of the road construction in
which the organization is opposed, as well as guides for offices and businesses instructing
them how to provide a safe place for bike parking ("Calumet Citizens for Connecting
Communities"). While this organization has clear, measurable goals and extensive
knowledge of whom it is trying to reach, the website did not display any compelling
messages connecting with the target audience. This is still a rather new organization, but
extensive work is needed before being defined as a successful campaign. The organization
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fails to meet the 3rd law. It needs to do a better job using compelling messages to connect
with its target audience, the bike riders within the CO!Il!Ilunity. It also fails to meet the 5th
and 6th laws. The organization needs to do a better job in specifying what the people can do
to help, why they must do it, and why the help must be urgent.
Citizens for Appropriate Rural Roads (CARR) is a grassroots organization working
to protect the integrity of our farmlands, forestlands and rural cO!Il!Ilunities and oppose all I-
69 alternatives. CARR, created in 1999, was founded by a group of people directly affected
by this specific route. Unfortunately, since its founding year, CARR has had little to no
success in achieving its initial goal: "to use simpler construction methods such as upgrading
and repairing existing roads and bridges rather than creating a new highway system"
("Citizens for Appropriate Rural Roads (CARR)"). While CARR has clear measurable goals
and a good understanding of who the organization is trying to reach, it does not have a
compelling message connecting itself with the target audience. This is a failure of meeting
the 3'd law. The organization's website usefully guides citizens in constructing letters to
legislatures, but it did not revise its planning when its goals were not met, nor does it provide
a budget for success or look to experts, such as a road construction company, when needed.
These are violations of the 4th, 8th and 9th laws. CARR is at risk of not ever being a
successful advocacy campaign if it does not review and revise its planning.
Citizens Action Coalition of Indiana's original name was the Citizens Energy
Coalition. Since that time, CAC has expanded to a statewide organization with about 40,000
members. This organization has continuously made changes to its mission and target
audience. Soon after its creation in 1974, CAC recognized a need to address the energy
needs for Indiana residents ("Citizens Action Coalition of Indiana"). Since then, CAC has
had many notable successes. Kerwin Olson, the Program Director of CAC believes that the
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"most notable success is the defeat of the Marble Hill nuclear power plant" (Olson). The
website is very resourceful in guiding the general public in how CAC functions, providing
annual updates about the organization and common FAQ describing how law making and
voting occurs in Indiana. Overall, this is a very successful organization and meets all "9
Laws." The final part of this project will focus more on each individual "law" that makes
CAC a successful campaign and where the organization may impact Indiana policies even
more.
Friends of Indiana Dunes attempts to enhance understanding, appreciation and
enjoyment of the Indiana Dunes through financial and volunteer support of the state and
national parks. The organization does this by hosting educational courses as well as field
trips. The main mode of communication that the Friends of Indiana Dunes has with the
general public is through an annual newsletter that has not been updated since 2008
("Friends of Indiana Dunes"). Its mission is quite broad, and the organization seems to
target children before anyone else. While a unique feature of the organization is its stress on
the importance of education, in order to be impactful the organization needs to have a clear
understanding of its target audience and how that audience needs to be used to help achieve
its goals. The Friends of Indiana Dunes, not meeting any of the "3 must have" laws, needs
extensive revision in order to be a successful campaign.
Hoosier Environmental Council (BEC) aims to set a "new path for Indiana, where
the people of our state embrace practices and policies that dramatically reduce the footprint
of industry, commerce and agriculture on the environment." HEC's vision is unique from
other organizations because it directly sets out to change the attitudes of Indiana residents; a
brilliant example of how the 3rd law can be used to connect with the target audience's heart,
then mind. Its mission is to address Indiana's environmental challenges through education
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and advocacy. The organization provides six programs, each concerning a specific
environmental policy, and educates the public through explaining its vision in that particular
field. HEC hosts events that encourage public involvement. This organization knows its
target audience well and provides three technologically advanced ways for public
involvement: Twitter, Linkedln, and Facebook ("HEC"). HEC is well organized and
continuously updates its website and event list. Currently acknowledged as "Indiana's
leading environmental educator and advocate," HEC is successful because it meets all "9
Laws" and stands out as Indiana's largest environmental activist organization (Kharbanda).
Indiana Recycling Coalition (IRC) strives to support source reduction, reuse,
composting and recycling activities in Indiana. The IRC fosters a diverse and active
membership, offers forums for discussion, networking & education, supplies materials to
support the development of solutions at the local, regional, and state levels, and develops
advocacy positions. The IRC continuously stresses that "recycling is one of the easiest ways
for Hoosiers to reduce our carbon footprints, to conserve natural resources and to make
Indiana a greener state" ... perfect. This organization reaches the hearts of the Indiana
public ("Indiana Recycling Coalition"). IRC is continuously updating its events and planning
through new technological means such as Facebook. Its website displays informative
calendars of upcoming events that allows for community participation. IRC meets all "9
Laws" in Table 3, and these elements will help with future success for the organization.
Keep Indianapolis Beautiful (IGB) seeks to build community and transform public
spaces through "aesthetic and environmental improvement." This organization is arguably
the best of all eleven organizations in reaching the hearts of the community before the mind.
1GB has planted 18,777 trees since 2006 and continuously encourages the city to make
environment a priority in Indianapolis. This was exemplified when 1GB became the first
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civic nonprofit in the state to be awarded gold-level certification in Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design, or LEED, by the U.S. Green Building Council only a year after
moving into its new headquarters ("Hospital Hopes To 'LEED' Way In Green Building").
KIB is growing and seems to be more successful each year. In 2008, nearly 45,000
volunteers from KIB supported cleanup efforts and revitalized our neighborhoods around
the city. These volunteers contributed almost 171,000 hours of service by cleaning up litter,
painting houses, planting trees and flowers, and assisting with special projects ("KIBI"). It is
these volunteers that believe in 1GB's mission who make special events possible in intimate
community involvements throughout the city. 1GB produces clear, measurable goals, has
great knowledge of the target audience they are trying to reach. The organization delivers a
compelling, and sentimental message to the city and fulfills the "9 Laws" in Table 3. 1GB is
considered a successful campaign.
Legal Environmental Aid Foundation of Indiana (LEAF) strives to provide legal,
technical and educational services that support community efforts to protect and sustain
Indiana's natural resources. This organization is unique to the rest because it does not
necessarily address a specific goal, but instead addresses a wqy to achieve the goals of all
existing environmental activist organizations. LEAF states that "the many threats to
Indiana's natural resources rely on legal, and sometimes extralegal, means to accomplish their
ends. And before LEAF's arrival, Indiana's grassroots organizations were at a distinct
disadvantage in preserving the state's resources because they had no meaningful access to
lawyers with expertise in environmental and land use law." It faces a challengeable vision to
reach out to all citizens of Indiana. LEAF, recently founded in 2007, has already proved to
be making strides towards success. For example, on January 14, 2008, LEAF sent a demand
letter to the Valparaiso Lakes Area Conservancy District's (VLACD) Board of Directors on
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behalf of seven residents whose homes and property were severely damaged from
continuous flooding for more than ten years. LEAF's letter threatened to bring a lawsuit
unless VLACD agreed to develop, construct and maintain adequate and necessary drainage
systems in the area to alleviate flooding of LEAF's clients' homes and protect the water
quality of Flint Lake. To avoid litigation, VLACD agreed to work with LEAF to design and
implement a meaningful, long-term solution (ilLegal Environmental Aid Foundation of
Indiana, Inc.") .. LEAF has a matcWess, but clear and measurable goal. It has great
knowledge of its target audience and has already gained the public's trust in its motivations
and vision. LEAF, interactive with the community without event scheduling and
newsletters, expresses its availability to help with litigation matters. This organization,
though very new, has already made strides forward as a successful advocacy campaign,
achieving all "9 Laws" in Table 3.
The Nature Conservancy of Indiana addresses threats to conservation involving
climate change, fire, fresh water, forests, invasive species, and marine ecosystems in all 50
states. The Conservancy, along with its members and various conservation partners, has
purchased, preserved and protected over 67,000 acres to date. A framework called
Conservation by Design, a systematic approach that determines where to work, what to
conserve, what strategies to use and how effective it has been, has guided the Nature
Conservancy's work for more than a decade. This framework is a great example of how
reviewing and revising is crucial in a successful advocacy campaign. The Consel"Vancy
knows its target audience well. This is obvious in its creation of a system that has functioned
soundly since its creation in 1959. OnJune 1,2007, the Indiana Chapter adopted a strategic
plan that will increase the level of effective conservation of sites identified as important to
the success of our mission. The ultimate goal is to acquire 20,000 acres of land and
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effectively conserve an additional 200,000 acres by 2016 ("The Nature Conservancy of
Indiana"). The organization keeps members properly informed of each goal, creating
progress reports for each project. This approach exemplifies a successful campaign in
having clear, measurable goals, extensive knowledge of how to reach a particular audience,
and compelling messages connecting the target audience through local chapters that host
events. It encourages community members to be involved through volunteering and
donating, and achieves each of the "9 Laws" in being a successful campaign.
Lasdy, the Sierra Club Hoosier Chapter is a chapter of the nation's oldest and largest
grassroot environmental organization. It strives to explore, enjoy and protect the wild places
of the earth, practice and promote responsible use of the earth's ecosystems and resources,
and educate humanity to protect and restore the quality of the natural and human
environment. This national organization has a rich history, founded by John Muir, the
"Father of our National Parks." The Hoosier Chapter has seven local groups in Indiana, all
working to have local, positive impact in Indiana communities. Recendy, the Sierra Club
expanded its target audience and has devoted time and energy into the Sierra Student
Coalition (SCC). The SCC is a broad network of high school and college-aged youth from
across the country working to protect the environment ("Sierra Club Hoosier Indiana
Chapter"). Judging by how long the Sierra Club has been in existence, the organization has
successfully achieved the "3 must have" laws for a successful campaign. The organization
makes a case for why action is needed now, provides great educational resources to the state
of Indiana through statewide and local events. This organization is very knowledgeable in
communication and advocacy and meets all "9 Laws" in Table 3.
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As a result, eight of the eleven organizations chosen for this project display all ofthe
"9 Laws" to be considered a successful advocacy campaign. As seen in the analysis of each
organization, the goals, as well as the methods in achieving those goals, range greatly from
one organization to the next. This is the challenge in communicating with different target
audiences. By going through this process, campaigns will be stronger and will meet the
common goals of running thorough and successful social change campaigns. These laws
provide the organizations in this project a great basis for achievement if it not already met.
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CASE STUDY OF CITIZENS ACTION COALITION OF INDIANA
The advocacy and policy arena has unique challenges when considering evaluation
techniques and assessments of long-term goals. In order to understand the in-depth process
of what environmental activist organizations choose to follow, I completed a case study of
an organization to fully engage myself in its internal environment.
PROBLEM
Citizens Action Coalition (CAe) meets all of Wolf's "9 Law of Successful Advocacy
Communication" that an activist organization needs. Wolf describes successful advocacy
groups as running "incredibly successful social change campaigns;" however, even in having
all the elements, CAC has not accomplished this based on my observations.
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Citizens Action Coalition focuses on environmental concerns related to
energy/utility sources, such as coal-fired power plants, that the state of Indiana heavily relies
upon for economic prosperity. These utility companies have multiple tools: money, strong
connections with state representatives and powerful advocacy techniques that convince the
public that their resources are in fact good and harmless towards the environment. Because
most environmental issues are "creeping" environmental problems (Moser and Dilling 42),
citizens too easily dismiss them when other, more pressing issues like job loss and high taxes
become apparent. The problem with environmental activist organizations, in general, is the
difficulty in expressing the severity of an environmental concern to the general public and
being able to impact environmental policies in the state of Indiana.
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HISTORY/BACKGROUND OF THE FACTS
Citizens Action Coalition is a 501 (c)4 not-for-profit organization that was founded in
1974 by a group of organizations, churches, labor unions, and senior groups, to name a few,
who saw the need for a grassroots organization dedicated to protecting consumers during
the energy crisis. This organization is dedicated to protecting ratepayers and advocating for
affordable healthcare and a clean environment. This is done through canvassing, lobbying,
community organizing and litigation. Originally named Citizens Energy Coalition, CAC has
expanded to a statewide organization of 40,000 members ("History of the Citizens Action
Coalition").
Advocating for over three decades on behalf of Hoosiers, CAC performs research,
carries out public education campaigns,· organizes citizens, creates public awareness through
canvassing, lobbies legislators, litigates when necessary, and intervenes in utility cases before
the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission (lURC). Kerwin Olson, the Program Director of
CAC, believes CAC's most notable success "without question is the defeat of the marble Hill
Nuclear power plant. [CAC's] work on pollution prevention network, CHOICE home
health care, and at the IURC would also rank high" (Olson). As listed on its website, some
other notable victories achieved by each decade include:
19708
• "Consumer Bill of Rights," adopted by the IURC, which gives customers appeals rights.
• Indiana/Michigan Electric Co. (AEP) forced to give ratepayers $41 million dollar rebate.
• Won new rules that prohibited utilities from charging customers for advertising
campaigns.
19808
• Forced the IURC to abide by the Open Door Law, allowing members of the public to
view regulatory proceedings.
• Forced PSI Energy, Inc. to abandon the Marble Hill nuclear power plant project by
defeating their efforts to bill consumers $2.7 billion in cost overruns.
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• Twice killed legislation to implement Local Measured Service, which would have allowed
the telephone utilities to charge by the minute on local phone calls.
• Legislation passed to provide financial counseling to farmers facing bankruptcy.
19908
• Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NIPSCO) forced to refund $81 million for
illegal rate increase for the uncompleted Bailey nuclear power plant.
• PSI Energy, Inc. forced to refund $150 million to customers for illegal rate increase for
the uncompleted Marble Hill nuclear power plant.
• AEP forced into settlement due to negligence at the DC cook nuclear power plant which
forced the plant's closure until safety systems were once again made operational.
• Ameritech/SBC forced to refund $44 million to customers and lower rates $57 million.
• Clean Manufacturing Technology Institute bill passed legislature. The institute aids
manufacturers in the reduction or the use of toxic materials.
• Certified Organic food bill passed.
20008
• Helped to cut AEP's requested 20% rate increase down to 6.5%, and to guarantee that
AEP invest a minimum of $2.35 million on an energy-efficiency program for AEP
ratepayers.
• Worked with Spencer County Citizens for Quality of Life and Valleywatch to stop an
out-of-state company, Leucadia, from building a coal-fired power plant to tum coal into
synthetic natural gas, and forcing the $5 billion dollar price tag onto Indiana natural gas
customers.
• Settlement negotiated with Vectren and Citizens Gas for establishment of Universal
Service programs for low-income customers, designed to keep them connected and
reduce their costs through energy efficiency measures.
• Worked with Michiana Quality of Life in New Carlisle, Indiana, to defeat the proposed
Tondu coal gasification plant.
• Defeated SBC-backed legislation designed to let company set their own rates and
stopped SBC from increasing local phone rates.
• Worked with local citizens to stop confined animal feeding operation development in a
number of counties.
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ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
INTERNAL ANALYSIS
An unpaid internship with CAC throughout the summer of 2009 provided me with a
better understanding of the functions of a nonprofit environmental activist organization. At
CAC, I performed research under the Program Director, Kerwin Olson. Assigned five
projects, I learned about the in-depth process organizations undergo in order to determine a
stance on a public issue. My projects involved state electric bills, electricity consumption,
utility regulators, and utility representatives. Project 1 compared coal plant activity, poverty,
and methamphetamine lab dismantling and Project 2 compared average monthly residential
revenue, average monthly residential electrical bills, and average monthly residential
consumption. Figure 1. Coal plant locations and poor living habits in Indiana
PROJECT 1
Through projects, it
became more obvious in what
areas the state Indiana is
behind compared to the rest
of the United States. Indiana
is 2nd in the nation in coal
power generation, with 90
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operating coal-fired power units at 30 locations totaling 21,551 megawatts ("Indiana and
Coal"). One project involved comparing coal plant activity, poverty, and methamphetamine
lab dismantling. Figure 1 depicts the cross-graph analysis, showing correlation between the
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three sets of data. This project supported CAC's hypothesis, but more research is needed to
find a correct statistical correlation.
PROJECT 2
In regards to electric bills and consumption, a project compared three monthly
values: average monthly residential revenue, average monthly residential electrical bills, and
average monthly residential consumption. Figure 2 analyzes the U.S. average monthly
residential revenue between 1994-2007. Wisconsin and Indiana had the lowest revenue and
New York had the highest revenue. Most states had a gradual increase in revenue; however,
Massachusetts and California had significant shifts, most notably in 2001 and 2006. Figure 3
analyzes the U.S. average monthly residential electric bills between 1997-2007. Wisconsin
had the lowest electric bills and New York had the highest electric bills. California and
Massachusetts had the most significant shifts in electric bills, most notably a sharp increase
occurring in 2001. Indiana continued to have average-priced bills hovering at about. Lastly,
Figure 4 analyzes U.S. average monthly residential consumption between 1997-2007. New
York had the lowest consumption and California had lower consumption on average.
Oregon had the highest consumption, but the consumption is decreasing while Indiana's
consumption is increasing past Oregon.
Figure 2. U.S. average monthly residential revenue, 1994-2007
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Overall, Indiana had below average revenue compared to other states with similar
prices until 2006 with a .72 cent increase. Since 2002, Indiana's electric bill has increased
steadily. In 2005 and 2007, Indiana consumed the most electricity amongst the compared
states, even though it has a medium-sized population and medium-priced bills. This
research is an example of how an environmental activist organization identifies and focuses
its policy initiatives. The research feeds their policy work. Since its completion, my research
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has been utilized in CAC's work at the Indiana Statehouse and throughout the state.
Research and education proves absolutely necessary in educatirig opinions about an
environmental concern. CAC is an example of an organization that performs its own
research. The research may be displayed in graphs, maps, or tables. It may also be displayed
through words or verbal explanation, but is not available online.
While CAC conducts research, the organization must also report their findings to the
public in effective ways. This is a great challenge. Each audience has different educational
background, different interests, and different ways of learning and processing new
information.
I used Wolfs "9 Laws" to complete an internal analysis of the activist organization:
1. Clear, measurable goals. CAC plans around very clear goals. This is identifiable in
that its goals are often measurable and comparable, as depicted in its timeline of
successes that is available online.
2. Extensive knowledge ofwhom you are trying to reach and what moves them.
CAC's target audience, consumers and ratepayers in Indiana, is reached mainly through
canvassing. While this may not work for other activist organizations, it works well for
CAe. ''Whether they are on the phone or field canvassers, it is their job to communicate
with the public every day and accurately deliver CAC's message" (Olson). CAC is aware
that consumers and ratepayers are very concerned about utility costs, so the best way to
reach its audience is to describe issues in Indiana by showing cost-effectiveness.
3. Compelling messages that connect with your target audience. In order to support
its goals, CAe uses canvassing as a main mode to reach the target audience. While some
view this method as intimidating, I learned through Wolfs elements that this is a great
way in CAC's situation to engage people's passion. Wolf stresses the importance of
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reaching people emotionally first, and only then educating them. For example, on the
"current issues and campaigns" page on CAC's website on April 4, 2010, it states:
"NIPSCO wants to raise electric ratesfor their customers by 16.5percent! To learn more, go
here." This single sentence was written to capture attention and to emotionally involve
the audience. It urges the audience to read about the electric rates, and in turn, educate
themselves through CAC's website about the issue. This is exactly what canvassing is.
For those target audience members that canvassing does persuade, CAC also "testifies at
the Statehouse, issues press releases, authors op-eds, and sends out blast e-mails"
(Olson).
4. Start with systematic planning that is reviewed and then revised. I believe that the
best technique CAC uses to plan is through research. From the very beginning, CAC
acknowledged that they had the tools to focus on energy/utility related issues and the
organization altered its mission. CAC continues to plan and measures success, as
previously shown in the timeline of major victories. They have an advisory board that
plans and reviews decisions made by the organization.
5. Specify for people what to do, how to do it, and why. Again, CAC has great research
and resources to specify for people what to do, how to do it and why, but it could be
displayed in a clearer format. CAC knows they are more than often talking to a skeptical
audience and that hard facts are important. A challenge CAC faces is explaining large
and complex issues. This organization does a good job in asking their audience to
perform doable tasks, such as come out to community events or sign a petition, in order
to build the support necessary to achieve its objective.
6. Make the case for why action is needed now. Wolf expresses that campaigns are
built on decision points, real or manufactured. CAC achieves this by checking legislative
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calendars, looking for state action and making big announcements. CAC keeps members
very up-to-date with current issues and in so explain why action is needed now.
7. Match strategy and tactics to target audiences. In deciding the best way to get
messages to a target audience, Wolf discusses the importance in picking messengers,
considering media, getting interactive, using experiential approaches, and branding. CAC
believes its audience will trust canvassers, and this is a smart way to match strategy with
its audience. Finally, CAC does a great job at organizational branding. As previously
mentioned, CAC recognized its need to emerge as an organization focusing primarily on
utility/energy needs of Indiana residents, essentially branding themselves within a
specific subset of environmental issues.
8. Budget for success. A large part of budgeting for success relies on planning and
testing. Some money needs to be put towards planning in order to know the best way to
use resources. CAC does this well. They have designed a staff of employees that
understand their budget and exactly what parts of their position need the finances most.
Wolf stresses the importance of keeping an open line of communication. CACis very
open with its staff, other organizations as well as the general public, as illustrated by their
website, annual reporting, and availability of information.
9. Rely on experts when needed. CAC does a wonderful job of reaching out to
surrounding businesses and organizations with similar missions to work towards major
victories. This is also exemplified in the wide-range of staff, with those focusing solely
on archives, to those designated as phone canvass administrators. The staff encouraged
me to use outside websites to gather data for my projects as well.
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS
"I have now reached the same conclusion as others: The fundamental problem is
that public policy has become private policy. Our economy and the public policy are driven
by short-term profit motives of Wall Street" (G. Smith). Grant Smith, the Executive
Director of CAC openly acknowledged in 2005 the problem Indiana continues to face.
Economic and social justice will not be reached unless the decision makers, and
policymakers are less persuaded by money and stop justifying their motives with short-term
thinking.
This obstacle is an external finding because every CAC employee regarded it as one
in which they do not have the resources and power to solve. This was found through
interviewing the CAC employees. Many suggested that this is a problem all environmental
activist organizations experience because people with a pro-business attitude guide
environmental policy initiatives.
RECOMMENDATIONS
CAC places their findings on their website. While this is a convenient way to reach
an audience, the research itself needs to be communicated better for non-science audiences.
Graphs and tables are useful for those who learn and understand data results best in that
manner, but a literary explanation is necessary for all research in order to connect with
Indiana residents.
One component of the 4th law that Wolf believes is necessary is for an organization
to be flexible. This is an area CAC can improve in. CAC could be more flexible with new
ideas for new issues; for example, I think CAC's website needs improvement for easier
navigation because, since its beginning, the organization deals with more issues.
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The 6th law, "make the case for why action is needed now," describes the importance
of interaction. CAC is a very public and interactive organization, but the website could be
more tailored and eye-catching. Using experiential approaches is also important for CAC
because often the issues it deals with become stagnant. Another area of improvement for
CAC would be a creation of events or programs that would allow for higher-income families
to experience how lower-income families are affected by energy/utility needs.
Lastly, I believe the company should rely even more heavily on experts when needed.
While the employees who helped me perform my research recommended that I seek external
websites such as the State Utility Forecasting Group's (SUFG) and the U.S. Energy
Information Administration's (EIA), no employee provided me with names of contacts in
surrounding organizations and companies when I asked. This is the 9th and final law. Yes,
the staff is very knowledgeable about their positions and issues on hand, but often in
conversation staff members joked about outside campaigns. I believe the organization can
improve on using outside resources by keeping healthy connections and learning from
others who have special expertise and different viewpoints. It is necessary to have both
groups because special expertise must be used to achieve accurate data and results in
research. Different viewpoints are very important because viewpoints that represent unlike
knowledge bases often can promote breakthrough ideas. This will also help communication
within CAC improve in reaching a particular audience.
CASE STUDY CONCLUSION
This case study taught me how an activist organization chooses to perform research
and communicate it with its target audience. I learne~ that CAC performs its own research
and that its results are usually quantitative. The best way for CAC to display its data is
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through visual graphs and charts, much like my project results. I believe this is the best way
because the research that CAC performs is very quantitative. Graphs and charts efficiently
display this type of research; however, literary explanation, much like what I did for my
projects in the internal case study, needs to be clearly explained to reach a broader audience.
While CAC successfully achieves all 9 of the laws that Wolf describes are necessary
to be a successful advocacy communication campaign, a few areas need improvement that
may allow for even further success for the organization. Perhaps the reason why CAC has
not run incrediblY successful social change campaigns is because the economy and the public
policy are driven by short-term profit motives of Wall Street. Indiana, a state that is
historically reliant on burning coal for energy and the use of natural gas, is a state filled with
residents that are uninformed about environmental risks and concerns.
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CONCLUSIONS
As found in the case study of CAC, this project demonstrated that an environmental
activist organization can have all the elements to be considered a successful organization but
still be ineffective towards environmental policy change. This project demonstrates that
perhaps the problem is not about the failure of an environmental organization to
communicate but about the success of coal and energy companies in promoting coal.
While I believe the use of understanding Wolf's "9 Laws" is absolutely necessary in
the function of an organization, an organization's impact on policy goes beyond its mission
and vision. Indiana, a state that historically reliant upon the burning of coal for energy and
the use of natural gas, is a state filled with residents that are uninformed about
environmental risks and concerns. The environmental activist organizations are being out
competed by coal companies' protecting the status quos.
The eleven organizations chosen for this project are absolutely crucial in helping to
communicate with the public environmental risks and concerns. If their success continues,
perhaps Indiana residents will begin to understand that the state is continuously addressing
issues with short-term answers that cannot prevent permanent, life-threatening
environmental damage.
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